Replacement Requirements*
Damaged or missing school zone signs should be replaced or repaired within 3 working days of the agency having notice of them missing, down or damaged. Some signs may warrant faster replacement based on nature of sign. *Maintenance of Signs and Sign Support: FHWA-SA-09-025

Are Your Signs Bright Enough?
School Zone Signs MUST be Fluorescent Yellow-Green Diamond Grade. To stay in compliance with the MUTCD, we recommend using: 3M FYG Diamond Grade for all School Zone Signs for the best overall value and warranty included.

Stickers, Decals & Tags
Bumper Stickers, Parking Permits, Polyester Decals & Vinyl Decals
Available in many standard colors and sizes with customized graphics for your school or college.

Property Signs

Blinker Beacons™
Vertically Mounted Dual Solar Flashing LED Beacons
- Adds visibility
- Solar Powered, no electric bills, virtually maintenance free
- Low cost installation (no trenching or wiring)
- Patented Auto Bright™ circuitry automatically adjusts brightness levels, maintaining optimal LED output and extending battery life

Go to www.cpcsigns.com to find all NEW Special Legends for School Zone Signs.
Children and other pedestrians are at risk when crossing the street every single day.

In-Street Pedestrian Crosswalk Signage provides enhanced conspicuity at un-signalized intersections in order to alert motorists to local laws concerning yielding to or stopping for pedestrians in crosswalks.

Quickly grabs motorists’ attention and alerts them to pedestrians in crosswalk.

Utilizes Highly Visible, Reflective Diamond Grade Fluorescent Yellow Green sheeting plus FYG posts.

12” x 36” Yield to Pedestrian - or - Stop for Pedestrian signs are constructed of durable plastic.

52” X-Tube Rigid Upright with Sign

PART # LEGEND
RPOFPX50WHTS5603 YIELD to Ped - Double Faced
RPOFPX50WHTS5602 YIELD to Ped - Single Faced
RPOFPX50WHTS5605 STOP for Ped - Double Faced
RPOFPX50WHTS5604 STOP for Ped - Single Faced

Choose Sign from above to use with the Yeti Base
RPOFZPXTUBEBASEYETI “The Yeti” 40# Portable Base
RPOFZPXTUBEBASE800QR Quick Release Pin for 1.75” X-Tube Post

The 300 FYG Fixed Base for fixed installations where the post and base will remain on the road surface for an extended period of time. Bases are constructed of a UV stable, high impact plastic. Safety posts are mounted to the base with two nylon locking pins. Bases are secured to the roadway with either epoxy or bolts.

In-Street Pedestrian Crosswalk Signage

42” EFX FYG Flexible Safety Post with Sign

PART # LEGEND
RPOFPFG342FLGFX613 YIELD to Ped - Double Faced
RPOFPFG342FLGFX612 YIELD to Ped - Single Faced
RPOFPFG342FLGFX615 STOP for Ped - Double Faced
RPOFPFG342FLGFX614 STOP for Ped - Single Faced

Choose Sign from above to use with the Banana Base or Fixed Base
RPOFZPBASEBANANA 35# Portable Banana Base
RPOFZPFG300BFYG Fixed Base
RHSMSCA3840 Asphalt Anchor Bolt
RHSMSCA3825 Concrete Anchor Bolt
RPOFZPFG300XPINS Post Pins (Box of 50)

Easy Fold Sandwich Boards
Find a full line of standard options on page 83 (below right) and custom options on page 63 (below left).

Ped-in-a-Bag®
Lightweight, portable pedestrian sign on the Lightweight Base designed for use by school crossing guards. Features anti-twist reactive spring system. Includes Storage Bag.

FEATURES exclusive patented, anti-twist reactive spring system.

The One Base and Recessed Base only attach to quick release post types.

 Fixed Base
Quick Release Base
Recessed Base
One Base

Portion of School Zone Safety

52” X-Tube Rigid Upright with Sign

PART # LEGEND
RPOFPX50WHTS5603 YIELD to Ped - Double Faced
RPOFPX50WHTS5602 YIELD to Ped - Single Faced
RPOFPX50WHTS5605 STOP for Ped - Double Faced
RPOFPX50WHTS5604 STOP for Ped - Single Faced

Choose Sign from above to use with the Yeti Base
RPOFZPXTUBEBASEYETI “The Yeti” 40# Portable Base
RPOFZPXTUBEBASE800QR Quick Release Pin for 1.75” X-Tube Post

In-Street Pedestrian Crosswalk Signage

Quick Release Mounting Style Post w/Sign

PART # Legend Sign Faces
RPOFP1IPDSTDQ STOP for Ped Double Faced
RPOFP1IPDDYDQ YIELD to Ped Double Faced
RPOFP1IPDDYSQ YIELD to Ped Single Faced
RPOFP1IPPSSTDQ (SCHOOL) STOP for Ped Double Faced
RPOFP1IPPSYDDQ (SCHOOL) YIELD to Ped Double Faced
RPOFP1IPPSYDSQ (SCHOOL) YIELD to Ped Single Faced

Choose Sign from above to use with a Base below
RPOFZ1QRFBASEBK Quick Release Base - Surface Mount
RPOFZ1RBLPQR Recessed Base - Low Profile for Concrete
RPOFZ1QRPBASI Portable One Base - 100% Recycled Rubber
RPOFZ1QRQPIN Quick Release Replacement Pin

Fixed Mounting Style Post w/Sign

PART # Legend Signs Faces
RPOFP1IPDSTDQ STOP for Ped Double Faced
RPOFP1IPDDYDQ YIELD to Ped Double Faced
RPOFP1IPDDYSQ YIELD to Ped Single Faced
RPOFP1IPPSSTDQ (SCHOOL) STOP for Ped Double Faced
RPOFP1IPPSYDDQ (SCHOOL) YIELD to Ped Double Faced
RPOFP1IPPSYDSQ (SCHOOL) YIELD to Ped Single Faced

Choose Sign from above to use with a Base below
RPOFZ1SMFBK Fixed Base - Surface Mount
RHSMSL512 Anchor Kit with 4 lag screws (installs 1 base)

Ped-in-a-Bag®

PART # Legend Signs Faces
RPOFP1IPPSZSTDQ (SCHOOL) STOP for Ped Double Faced
RPOFP1IPPSYDDP (SCHOOL) YIELD to Ped Double Faced
RPOFZ1QRPBASL Lightweight base for ped-in-a-bag (base and top sold separately)
School Zone Signs MUTCD Regulations

Are Your Signs BIG ENOUGH?
Larger signs are required throughout the 2009 MUTCD.

Are Your Signs BRIGHT ENOUGH?
Flourescent Yellow Green sheeting is required for ALL School Zone Warning Signs.

COMPLIANCE REQUIRED
as signs are being replaced or refurbished because they are damaged, missing, or no longer serviceable for any reason.

Are Your Signs CORRECT?
There are new signs in every section of the 2009 MUTCD.

The S2-1 School Advance Crossing sign has been replaced by the S1-1 School Crossing sign combined with the W16-9 AHEAD, the W16-2 500 FEET, or the W16-7 Arrow Plaque.

The S5-3 END SCHOOL SPEED LIMIT or S5-2 END SCHOOL ZONE sign is required at the end of reduced school speed limit zone.

The S3-1 School Bus Stop Ahead (words) has been replaced by the NEW S3-1 School Bus Stop Ahead Symbol.

For more information, call customer service, visit our website: www.cpcsigns.com or the official MUTCD website: http://mutcd.fhwa.dot.gov
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VOICE: 1-800-367-1492 • FAX: 1-800-206-3444
sales@cpcsigns.com • www.cpcsigns.com